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EDITOR’S NOTES

DISHING OUT THE DIRT ON CLEAN

I

am currently in the US and each

their enthusiasm, urging them not to

time I am here I am appreciative of

carry or cuddle the baby.

many things around me. For one,

Indeed, I have discovered that this

their sprawling and clean cities, the

society is paranoid about germs floating

streets, the courtesies and politeness

around them in mysterious ways,

in everyday life. For another, I love the

carrying god-knows-what infections.

meditative quiet and the silence

Since I’ve been here, I have not seen

of neighbourhoods.

a single fly, mosquito or cockroach

I have admired for long their

around me. Everything is eliminated

universities where some of the best

ruthlessly with powerful detergents.

science and literature has come from.

And insect repellents.

And the respect they have for intellectual

Of course, these societies are now

life. Even little children are allowed to

discovering the value of good germs that

have an opinion that is valued. I have

help to build immunity. In recent times,

admired their medical care and research

we have seen articles in The New York

where there is always funding for

Times and the like of new research on

cutting-edge ideas to cure cancers and

the benefits of allowing children to play

Alzheimer’s as well as their emergency

in the sand and dirt to develop

service 911 that comes to your rescue
even before you’ve hung up the phone.
And this brings me to my daughter having a baby in the US. The
hospital itself is a five-star hotel in the guise of a medical facility and
she has already been given a tour of the rooms and labour wards.

their immunity. And I hope they realise
sooner rather than later the value of touch – the warmth of a
grandparent’s kiss, an uncle’s swooping arms, or a dog’s protective
breath on the baby.
In this issue we have another story concerning new mothers

She has also been given a choice in the kind of birth and what

– that of weight gain. I believe that we need to stop the obsession

pain-relieving help she can seek as also the music and television

with body weight, especially for a new mother who has so many

shows she may want. She has been to every conceivable pre and

things to worry about other than losing weight. Sameera Reddy, an

post-pregnancy class from how to swaddle a newborn to bathing

actress, speaks of the body-shaming she underwent when she had

and breastfeeding. And here come other minute details: visitors are

her first kid. The pressure on celebrity mothers is especially unkind,

all given a security badge, and if anyone takes the baby out of the

as we expect to see an Aishwarya Rai or a Kareena Kapoor svelte

room/floor, except for the parents, security alarms will most likely

and always red-carpet ready. I am glad an overweight Aishwarya

go off. A car seat had to be fixed months in advance to take the

walked the red carpet at Cannes in all the media glare, post the

baby home. And this had to be certified by the fire department, no

birth of her daughter.

less! A social security number is given for the baby at the hospital

Motherhood is a glorious phase in one’s life. What we need to do

and the first photograph taken here for which new mothers take

is to let the new human bask in love and warmth so that she or he

make-up in their hospital bags.

grows up to be a well-adjusted and kind human. There may be dirt,

Everything is sanitised for the baby and mother, in and outside
the hospital, and anyone coming within the baby’s vicinity has to

germs and infections in India, but at least we are never lacking in
warmth, especially for a newborn!

have had all sorts of vaccines such as those for whooping cough
and tetanus. My daughter who, of course, is appreciative of all the
help she gets now, told me how certain new mums in her WhatsApp
group set boundaries even for their own mothers, preferring to
keep them at arm’s length. Unlike India, where the whole family is
at the hospital at first call, here the mothers like to limit visitors and
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COVER STORY

“MOTHERHOOD IS ABOUT
BEING IMPERFECT
IN A PERFECT WAY”
During a complicated first pregnancy, Sameera Reddy, a well-known Bollywood actress,
gained 30 kilos. Though she lost it all when her body was ready, she takes umbrage at
the body shaming she had to face from ‘random aunties’. She believes that each mother is
entitled to gain and lose weight while having a baby. Now pregnant with her second child,
she opens up about her son, post-partum depression, being judged for the weight gain and
how she learnt to cope with it. She speaks to MINAL KHONA from Mumbai

Glowing mother-to-be:
Sameera Reddy at home
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ameera and I go back a long way. I have known
her since she was 15, and have interacted with
her and her two supermodel sisters, Sushama

and Meghana, several times over the years. Sameera
has imbibed her mother’s legendary warmth as well
as her uninhibited candour and humour. With healthy
doses of both, she shares the details of her experiences
as a first-time mother.
Sameera was in her mid-thirties when she
conceived for the first time. Married to Akshai Varde,
an entrepreneur who has a motorcycle accessorising
business, it was all she could have asked for. “It was an
easy transition for me to make, from an actress to a wife
and mother, because it was what I wanted. I got married
in January 2014 and my baby boy, Hans, was born in
May 2015.”
Sameera did not have an easy time during her first
pregnancy. From a fit and sexy figure, she went on to
add 30 kilos. “Earlier, I was always in control of my
body. I was very fit as that was expected of me as an
actress. Once I got married, I was on medication for
prolactinoma – to balance the levels of a hormone
called prolactin – as it was in excess in my body and
pregnancy, I developed a condition called placenta
previa – where the placenta is very close to the cervix
and it causes vaginal bleeding. So I couldn’t do normal
things like bending or even exercises that were jerky. So,
from the fourth to the ninth month, I lay flat on the bed
because I had started bleeding. I gained 30 kilos during
that time.”
From being sexy and well turned out, Sameera
became heavier than she had ever been her entire life.
Once, when she stepped out for a coffee, a producer
she had worked with didn’t recognise her because of
the weight gain. She says, “I had been on top of my
game working in movies down South and in Bollywood.
I was not used to these kilos on me and there was
nothing I could do about it at that point in time.” Due
to the placenta previa condition, plus the fact that the

PHOTO COURTESY: SAFARI KID INTERNATIONAL PRESCHOOL

would not let me conceive. A few months into my

umbilical cord was wrapped around her baby’s neck,
Sameera had to undergo a Caesarean at Aggarwal

The hands-on mother Sameera with her son Hans

Nursing Home though she was keen on a normal birth.
Her son Hans was “an easy child. He was no trouble
at all and he was a happy baby. I am a completely
hands-on mother; I give my best to him. I don’t even
have a nanny. Despite that, I suffered from postpartum depression. The more I breastfed him the
more depressed I got. I wanted to feel happy but I
wasn’t. It took me a while to understand and accept the
depression. Till then, I used to go to the bathroom and

“Only women have the ability to give birth –
it makes me feel so empowered and
in awe of the female anatomy. Why be
ashamed of the changes we go through after
the miracle of birth?”
NAARI
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Hans Varde,
Sameera’s
first born

cry my eyes out. Only my husband knew about it but
there was nothing he could do”.
Added to that were the rude stares and unkind
remarks from people. Sameera recalls, “As an actress,
I know that fame is part of the deal, and it is what I
signed up for, where one is judged by one’s looks. We
ourselves put undue pressure on our bodies and the way
we look. It is the nature of the beast and, after a point,
it becomes part of how we even judge ourselves. But it
can be harrowing. Once, I took my baby in his pram to
the park, and some random woman came up to me and

“Once, I took my baby in his pram to the park,
and some random woman came up to me and said,
‘Aren’t you Sameera Reddy the actress? How come
you have put on so much weight?’ I felt miserable
about it. More than the men, it was the women who
would stare and pass comments. I felt so judged and
pressured at the fat shaming I faced”

said, ‘Aren’t you Sameera Reddy the actress? How come
you have put on so much weight?’ I felt miserable about

Being judged for her weight gain, and trying to lose it

it. More than the men, it was the women who would stare

and failing, only added to her depression and Sameera

and pass comments. I felt so judged and pressured at the

would feel ashamed and insecure and cry – it became

fat shaming I faced. As a teenager, I used to be compared

a vicious cycle. This continued for one year. “I breastfed

to my supermodel sisters all the time [they are on the

my baby for one whole year; and I don’t know if it is a

petite side while I am taller]. I used to struggle to feel

myth that you lose weight while breastfeeding because I

good about myself and these reactions took me back to

didn’t. But, when I stopped breastfeeding him, I started

those days and I just retreated into my shell. All these

losing weight. Ten months after his birth, I put aside all

perfect pictures people post on social media is a lot of

my fears and decided to shrug off the judgmental looks

humbug – the truth is, no one’s life is as perfect as it is

and the critical voice in my head. I am not a gym person

made out to be on Instagram and Facebook.”

but I went back to swimming, and did Pilates and yoga.
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Happy to
show the
baby bump
this time
round

Sameera went back to her earlier fit self within a year
of starting her exercise routine. “Today, I want women
who have had a baby to know that it is OK to just be.
Your body will take its own time to heal and repair itself.
It is not worth the stress – comparing yourself to others.
I have a newfound sense of self and I am no longer
scared of being judged. Maybe the first time I was too
caught up in this image of what the world perceived me
to be, with this imaginary gun to my head that I had to
lose weight or maintain a certain kind of figure. Much as
I loved my son and being with him, I felt lost as a woman
because I was out of shape. Now, when I look back, I
think I was stupid to buy into all that. But it was a good
learning experience.”
Sameera is currently pregnant with her second
baby. She is glowing and not worried or disturbed by
the minimal weight gain. “I still have marginal placenta
previa, but I balance it out between resting and going out.
My son talks to my baby bump and I am a lot happier. I
don’t have any of the insecurities I had last time around.
Motherhood is about being imperfect in a perfect way.
I am in a state of grace and gratitude because I feel so
blessed. I have hit rock bottom and come out of it and
I know the value of this peace. I am back to being my
bubbly, happy self. And I would like to tell all mothers-tobe out there – this is the most beautiful time of your life,
please enjoy it and have respect for your bodies and the
life you are creating.”

I also made dietary changes where I ate only vegetarian

I also ask her about surrogacy – a birthing option

food – several small meals a day. Lying on the bed for so

many celebrities are opting for. Her stand is very clear

many months had made my back weak but once I lost

– surrogacy is for those who struggle to have a baby

weight I got back my strength too.”

naturally. “I believe if you can have a baby on your own,

Other actresses in Bollywood have had babies and

then you should certainly not opt for surrogacy. But

gone back to their svelte figures. Just like Sameera

I have heard several mothers say they will opt for a

was fat-shamed, currently, Neha Dhupia, another

surrogate for their second or third baby because they

Bollywood actress who recently had a baby, is being

don’t want to ruin their figures or gain weight again.

trolled on social media for weight gain. Sameera insists

That is a very selfish thing to do. Surrogacy is for those

it is different for each one of them. “Kareena lost all the

people really pining to have kids but unable to do so due

post-pregnancy weight very fast, as did Rani Mukherjee.

to medical reasons. They are the ones who deserve to

Neha, too, I am sure will follow her own process and lose

have kids and choose this method. But, to each her own;

it when she has to, though I believe she is totally owning

I can’t force people to change their mind on what is an

it and shutting the trolls up well and good. What people

individual choice.”

don’t get is that everyone’s constitution is different. And

She concludes with the fervent hope that this time

every new mother needs her time and space to get fit. It

she will be able to have a VBAC (vaginal birth after

is in bad taste – trolling and fat shaming anyone. That is

Caesarean) and her doctor, Dr Gayatri Rao of Women’s

why we have to put it out there – being in the limelight

Hospital, has assured her she will try her best to ensure

we gave them the right to comment – but I implore

Sameera has a VBAC.

them to change their mind-set. Only women have the

In Sameera’s story, there is a lesson for all mothers-to-

ability to give birth – it makes me feel so empowered

be out there – to stay strong and confident in the face of

and in awe of the female anatomy. Why be ashamed of

any criticism. For, creating a new life is a miracle in itself.

the changes we go through after the miracle of birth?”

Don’t let the world or harsh words diminish it for you.
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U N U S U A L I N I T I AT I V E S

AMIKA GEORGE
ENDING PERIOD POVERTY

Amika George, who was named by TIME magazine as one among 25 most influential teens in the
world who is likely to bring about change, is still a student at Cambridge. Piqued that girls in
a so-called developed country like Britain were missing school because they could not afford
sanitary products during their periods, she started the #Freeperiods campaign in 2017. Through
protests and campaigns she brought pressure on the Theresa May government to give menstrual
supplies to underprivileged girls in schools. Amika, who recently flew to New York City
to receive the Global Goals Award from Bill Gates, speaks to NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI about her
work of opening conversations around periods

N

early a year-and-a-half after launching
#FreePeriods, Amika found herself at The
Goalkeepers 2018 Global Goals Awards in New

York City to be honoured by Microsoft co-founder
Bill Gates. In 2015, at least 193 world leaders agreed
to 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development to
achieve a better world by 2030. Some of these goals
were ending poverty and hunger, increasing access
to clean water and achieving good health, well-being
and gender equality.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation started
Goalkeepers as a catalyst for action towards these
goals – bringing together leaders from around the
world to hasten progress towards ending poverty and
fighting prejudice and discrimination. Goalkeepers are
individuals like Amika with exceptional stories who are
accelerating progress towards the Global Goals.
Born in London in 1999, Amika has lived in the city
ever since. Her parents work full-time and her brother
Milan, 17, is studying for his A Levels. The Indian-origin
Briton is currently studying history at Cambridge
University and she hopes to work in human rights in
the future.
A campaign to end period poverty in a developed
country such as England may surprise a few, but
Amika said that until she launched her campaign,
she had no idea that such things were happening in
the UK and that girls were missing school as a result.
She learned that young people would often wad up
tissues or use T-shirt strips in place of menstrual
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Amika George,
the Padwoman!

Protesters
call on the
government
to put an end
to period
poverty in
the UK

Amika George
with Bill Gates at
The Goalkepeers
2018 Global Goals
Awards organised
by the Bill and
Melinda Gates
Foundation in
New York City
in September
2018. Ed Sheeran,
singer, is in the
foreground. Nadia
Murad, Iraqi Yazidi
human rights
activist and Nobel
peace prize winner,
is to Gates’ right.
The 24-yearold survivor of
genocide and
human trafficking
was given the
Changemaker
Award while Amika
won the Campaign
Award

products in the hope of being able to attend school. If
they really struggled, they would miss school.
“I started #FreePeriods after I read that girls were
routinely missing school because they were struggling
with the cost of menstrual products. To me, it was
horrific that girls were having to make their own pads
by using socks, old newspapers and toilet rolls. As
a schoolgirl myself, I could understand how regular
absences from school can really affect educational
progress, dignity and confidence,” Amika says.
“Recent statistics have confirmed that over 137,000
girls miss school in a year because of period poverty
and that’s just unacceptable. Girls have contacted
me to say that they are desperate because they live
in families where their parents have to make a choice
between eating and buying period products, and we
know where the priorities will lie.
“It was clear that the stigma and taboo surrounding
menstruation was really holding us back, so, as part
of the #FreePeriods movement, I decided to try and
normalise conversations around periods. We hear about
period poverty in countries such as India and Kenya.
It came as a total shock that a relatively prosperous
United Kingdom was struggling with an issue like this.
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It shows that there’s poverty everywhere, and when it is

residence in Downing Street in 2017, and it was a

an issue that affects just one gender, we need to really

huge success. It made me so proud of how far the

fight against it. Women, and men, need to work towards

#FreePeriods movement had come. Two thousand

equality of both sexes for the creation of a better world,”

young people braved the December chill, holding

adds Amika.

banners emblazoned with the cleverest period puns, to

When Amika started #FreePeriods, her aim was to

collectively shout for change. We wanted to show the

get just 10 signatures on a petition asking British Prime

government that we were standing up for the voiceless,”

Minister Theresa May to give all girls who are eligible for

says the north Londoner.

free school lunches in the UK free menstrual supplies

“It demonstrated how mobilised young people were

too. She could not have imagined that, in just a few

and how we would refuse to accept the status quo if we

weeks, the petition would have 2,000 signatures and a

saw injustice. It made me so proud to be a teenager. We

little more than a year later the signature count would

know the government listened because some weeks

be hovering around the 200,000 mark.

later, they pledged to give a portion of the tampon

“I organised a protest in front of the Prime Minister’s

tax fund to tackle period poverty. I’m really proud of

“I organised a protest in front of the Prime Minister’s residence in
Downing Street in 2017, and it was a huge success. It made me
so proud of how far the #FreePeriods movement had come. Two
thousand young people braved the December chill, holding banners
emblazoned with the cleverest period puns, to collectively shout for
change…” says the north Londoner
8 |
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issue, but Amika says it’s not enough. Under the
Equality Act, according to her, the government has an
obligation to make sure that all children are in school.
“We would not actually be changing a law. We’d just try
to get the government to comply with an existing law.”
Amika has managed to raise over half her goal of
£10,000 and she is now in talks with the human rights
team of a London law firm to build a sound case to
present to the government. She has garnered support
from social media and she thinks that online platforms
are the key to young people’s success. Take the
Downing Street protest, for instance. Most of the
2,000 people who went there, dressed top-to-toe
in red and singing The X Factor winner Leona Lewis’
Bleeding Love, had seen an Instagram post or tweet
about the cause.
Activism takes up a lot of her time, but Amika would
not have it any other way. “I spend a lot of my time
writing to MPs, doing interviews and writing articles
in newspapers and magazines to raise awareness of
period poverty,” says Amika.
“Talking about periods is so necessary and I work
really hard to destigmatise periods. Why should we
be hiding our pads and tampons? Why should we be
whispering about our periods? They are part of who
we are as women, and yet we are so apologetic about
them. We need to embrace them, talk about them to

“We hear about period poverty in countries
such as India and Kenya. It came as a total
shock that a relatively prosperous United
Kingdom was struggling with an issue like this.
It shows that there’s poverty everywhere, and
when it is an issue that affects just one gender,
we need to really fight against it”

our brothers and dads, to our male friends. We need
to let them see that we aren’t embarrassed about
them, so they shouldn’t be either. We have started to
talk openly about many issues, but periods are still
off limits and that’s wrong. I talk about my period all
the time, to whoever will listen! Normalising periods is
part of how we achieve gender equality and we have to
work really hard to undo something that we have been
taught is acceptable. Let’s stop feeling shame and
embarrassment about our periods and let’s start being
proud of them,” adds the 19-year-old.

the way so many amazing activists and campaigners

Amika, who has been nominated for Teen Vogue’s 21

have been fearless in their fight to end period poverty

Under 21 by actress and activist Emma Watson, spends

in the past year and how together we mobilised the

a lot of time talking about feminism. “It’s important

government to pledge £1.5 million of tampon tax

for young people to understand that they can change

funding to help tackle period poverty. It’s a small but

things if they want to. They just need to have a passion

important first step, and it shows that activism works,”

and a will to make that change happen. Young people

adds Amika.

should never think that the older generation will

Amika, who has recently been named one of TIME’s

change the status quo because our priorities are

25 Most Influential Teens, is continuing her battle

different. We need to tell them what needs to change.

by raising funds for the legal fees needed to push

We have to be more vocal,” she concludes.

the government to end period poverty permanently

Hats off to this teen who would rather be protesting

by providing free tampons and pads in schools. The

in front of Parliament than pouting and posing in front

government did set aside £1.5 million to address the

of a smartphone for that meaningless selfie.
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COLLECTIONS

AMRAPALI MUSEUM
A TREASURE TROVE OF
TRIBAL JEWELLERY

Little known but fast gaining in popularity is Amrapali Museum in Jaipur that showcases 4,000
pieces of stunning silver jewellery. The ornaments made by tribes from across India highlight
the finest in craftsmanship as well as being a cultural document of the designs unique to different
geographical areas. The collection is believed to outdo that of the National Museum, Delhi.
MALLIK THATIPALLI tells us about Indian women’s long-standing affair with jewellery
that is showcased here
PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY: AMRAPALI MUSEUM

A pendant with two prominent peacocks facing each other in scrolling leaf
patterns cut out from a silver plate
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T

hough Amrapali Museum in Jaipur is just
over a year old, its vast collection of exquisite
ornaments has already attracted lovers of

Indian jewellery. Paying homage to the rich local
craftsmanship prevalent in the country for centuries,
this museum embraces Indian cultural diversity and
gives its visitors a peek into the country’s long-standing
love affair with jewellery.
Spread across 6,500 sq ft and two floors, the
museum is the result of the journey of two friends,
business partners and founders of Amrapali Jewels,
Rajiv Arora and Rajesh Ajmera. Located in their
corporate office in Jaipur, the building also has a
showroom on the premises.
The museum has been in the making for four
decades now, right from the late 1970s when two
young college friends set off on their own discovery
of India, her people, her art and, most importantly,
her craftsmanship.

Armlet with hand-painted images in front and black
enamel at the back

The duo started their business in 1978, but started
dealing in silver jewellery in 1982-83 after being
impressed by the craftsmanship of the pieces they
received. Recalling those early days, Rajiv Arora says,
“Rural and tribal India have such a wealth of designs
that every time we sold an interesting piece we used to
think that we should have kept it for its beauty. The idea
of archiving came from that.”
In 2001, Amrapali put together a collection of 450
important pieces for an exhibition named ‘Chandrika –
Silver Ornaments of India’ in six different art galleries
and museums in the United Kingdom. This effort
involved a lot of research, photography and archiving,
which led to the founding of the present museum.
The entire collection is made up of over 4,000
pieces, which also includes artefacts. Amrapali built
its business and reputation on the back of its silver
jewellery, for which it has always been famous, so it is
little surprise that the museum’s collection consists of
stellar silver pieces from the tribal communities.
It is a pan-India collection in every sense of the word
but the majority of the collection is from Himachal

“The entire length and breadth of the country’s tribal communities are represented
here – from Leh to Kanyakumari, from the beaded necklaces of Nagaland to the
stunning ornaments of Gujarat. In my experience, this is an unparalleled tribal
collection because of its scale and vastness. Vastness, not in number but in the
numbers of regions represented, the communities covered and the techniques used”
NAARI
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Pradesh, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Assam. The museum
has several areas of focus over two floors. The ground
floor displays items of beauty and adornment, silver and
gold jewellery for every part of the body, from virtually
every section of India, with a special focus on pieces that
are connected with rites of passage, from birth to death.
The basement houses numerous inspirations
for design that have been available to the Indian
craftsman over time, seen through both the jewellery
and the range of silver objects in the collection. The
pieces are mostly from the 19th century, but there are
some which are older.
The collection at this unique jewellery museum is
dedicated to specific niches – be it a story, a region,
a motif or even a special occasion. Amongst those
dedicated themes, what stands out is their unique
tribal collection, which has pieces of astounding
variety and stunning artisanship. From araipattis
(waistband) to a rare umlak (a groom’s crown) to
a periya thali (marriage ornaments) and hasli (silver
wire torque) the very names invoke the romance and
allure of a time gone by. Interestingly, the collection has
many pieces such as necklaces, earrings, pendants and
waistbands for men too.
The techniques used in creating these pieces were
different from those in the popular domain, as tribal
jewellery used indigenous craftsmanship, which is
not documented, and few pieces survive from such
collections. So, while one admires the repoussé

Silver anklets
made with
thick silver
plate tapered
from above
and below

technique in a bracelet, and is drawn to the enamel work
on a pair of earrings while marvelling at the chiselling on
a silver hairpin, it should be remembered that they serve
much more than ornamental value – they resurrect
native craftsmanship of yore.
Arora says that the tribal collection is important as
it provides glimpses of the socio-economic equations
of the time. He explains, “Most of the jewellery worn in
earlier times had some significance for that community
or geographical location. Hence, similar pieces were
made for almost everyone who came in that category.
Yes, some goldsmiths were better than others and
so were their creations. Economically strong people
used better metal and better stones to get the desired
results. The patronage of the rich helped the art of
silversmithing to flourish.”
The stories of how the founders added to their
collections are interesting. Arora confesses that it’s a
challenging job and recalls the time when they were in
Katha Baji in Orissa and got a call regarding a rare piece
which prompted them to set off in hot pursuit. “We were

Gamkharu (cuffs) from Johrat, Assam
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told that it was cat’s eye stone and that it was an antique

piece. So I thought that we must acquire or at least see
that piece. It was raining heavily and took us four hours
to reach the place. When we reached there and we saw
the piece, it was all covered and packed with a cloth.
When we opened it, I could see immediately that it was
an agate and not a cat’s eye. It was the kind of agate
which you find people selling on the footpath at the
Gateway of India in Mumbai at very cheap prices. It was
a great adventure. Sometimes, when you look for some
really important pieces, you are misinformed because
of the ignorance of people who don’t know the
actual value.”
Pramod Kumar KG, Managing Director of Eka
Resources, which designed and curated the museum,
calls the tribal collection its biggest strength. “Normally,
in tribal communities, jewellery is constantly melted
and redesigned as and when the younger generation
comes of age,” he explains. “They started their
collection with pieces from the community and when
they came across exceptional pieces, they retained
them. The result was an amazing design directory
which we would have lost otherwise. As word spread
that they are connoisseurs of silver jewellery, other
objects started making their way to Amrapali.”
Tribal jewellery is mostly made from silver and the
reasons are manifold. Rajesh Ajmera explains, “We

Groom’s crown (umlak) with three panels
depicting, figures of gods and goddesses

had a rural agrarian society, who used to live in huts
and mud houses, working in the field. For them silver
was the perfect investment which they could carry
on the body. Silver was cheaper than gold, and in the

Cuff bracelet made with 7 spikes set alternately
with 6 bulging outbands. These bands are
decorated with horizontal lines with blue
enamelling from Sindh, North-West Frontier

Indian climate was more soothing to look at and feel
as compared to gold. People say that the word chandi
originated from chandini [rays of moon, which are
considered cooler than sun rays].”
Kumar opines that any collection spread over 40
years is bound to be diverse and since the museum
navigates wide geographies and techniques it is
peerless. He points out, “The entire length and breadth
of the country’s tribal communities are represented
here – from Leh to Kanyakumari, from the beaded
necklaces of Nagaland to the stunning ornaments
of Gujarat. In my experience, this is an unparalleled
tribal collection because of its scale and vastness.
Vastness, not in number but in the numbers of regions
represented, the communities covered and the
techniques used.”
It is also interesting to note that in India, the
fascination with jewels was not restricted only to the
wealthy but was shared by people across different
economic strata. While the affluent preferred gold as
a base for ornamentation, the tribals, who used silver,

The inspiration for the collection stems from
different sources and streams and Arora sums
it up eloquently, “The inspiration comes
from Nature, from devotion, from myths and
legends, from music and dance, from their
inner eye. The human body is their canvas and
they create adornment for it, from head to toe”
NAARI
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It would also be interesting to note that in
India, the fascination with jewels was not
restricted only to the wealthy but was shared
by people across different economic strata.
While the affluent preferred gold as a base for
ornamentation, the tribals, who used silver, had
a prolific range and variety which was on a par with
that available to the rich

The collectors: Rajiv Arora and Rajesh Ajmera

had a prolific range and variety which was on par with
that available to the rich.
The collection has many pieces, like the hasli and
periya, unknown to the younger generation. Apart from
the immense documental value, Arora feels that they
provide knowledge about the culture and civilisation
of the communities which used them for adornment.
He says, “These were an integral part of adornment.
Also, they have religious and social significance apart
from being eternal designs which will never go out of
fashion. We are sure new designers may give them a
different dimension but their use will never be stopped.
We welcome research scholars as these are a window
into the past.”
Kumar says that where the collection excels is
in succinctly capturing the history of design of the
These earrings imitate the shape of a
vajra, a religious symbol common in
Tibetan Buddhism. From Tibet
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indigenous community of India. He opines, “The
speciality of the design aesthetics seen is astounding.
I daresay not even the National Museum of India has a

Silver Wire Torque (hasli),
This solid silver-wire torque
with an increasing gauge
towards the opening, which is
worn in the front, is made of
continuing spiralling silver and
wire. From Kutch, Gujarat
Enamelled silver anklet from Sindh

used only by specific communities. Some nose rings
are worn when a woman is getting married and certain
designs are specific to regions.
But the common thread which connects them
all is the fact that they find a singular source of
inspiration – Nature.
Waist band
(ariapatta) made
of large, double
interlocking wire
links, with buckle
elaborately
decorated in wire
work from
Calicut, Kerala

Kumar adds that even though the designs might be
similar at times, the techniques are not. “Some regions
used beads while the others preferred pearls. The same
floral necklace would look different depending upon
the region – if an area preferred enamel, then a bead
would be enamelled in various colours and woven
through the same floral design. Techniques thus got
multiplied,” he explains.
How is a collection as rarefied as this relevant in 2019?

comparable collection of tribal jewellery of this scale,

“Such pieces are going to be extinct soon. This is our

size and complexity.”

cultural heritage and we need to protect it for the coming

The inspiration for the collection stems from
different sources. Arora sums it up eloquently, “The
inspiration comes from Nature, from devotion, from

generations. Every passing year it will be more rare,
relevant and even more precious,” remarks Arora.
Historically, jewellery represents the evolution of

myths and legends, from music and dance, from their

societies, not just as adornment but as a marker of

inner eye. The human body is their canvas and they

change which happens in cultures and communities

create adornment for it, from head to toe.”

due to the passage of time. Kumar says that the

Kumar delves deeper into the causes for inspiration

amount of information that can be gleaned from this

and says that for tribal communities, the patterning

collection is astounding, ranging “from traditions,

is always Nature which they consider sacred, around

kinds of metals to a subtler understanding of how

which they organise their lives and which seamlessly

craftsmen change with time and how the advent of

weaves its way into their designs. He says, “The single

industrialisation impacted styles and styling. It shows

largest outliner one sees in tribal collections is floral. It

many facets”.

serves the same purpose as it does everywhere – that of

The collection is an ode to its creators who turned

decoration. A lot of floral forms are thus incorporated into

ordinary, everyday objects into dazzling works of art.

traditional jewellery as it greatly inspired the artisans.”

Revealing a slice of history, mostly unknown, they are

Even the motifs have a specific set of uses – some
are only earmarked for weddings, while others are

masterful objects which provide a peek into India’s rich
crafts, materials and design traditions.
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WOMAN POWER

KASHMIRI WOMEN BREAK
GENDER STEREOTYPES
TO FULFIL THEIR DREAMS

While millennials in the rest of India surge forward with many interesting careers, what is it like being a
young woman in the troubled Valley in Kashmir? LAKSHMI PRABHALA speaks to two young women,
one a radio jockey and the other a café owner, who forged careers despite the odds stacked against them.
They, of course, refused to speak about the political situation in the state
PHOTOGRAPHS: MUBASHIR HASSAN & HILAL AHMED

W

omen from Kashmir, fuelled by the fire
of ambition, face twin obstacles – the
insurgency and patriarchal attitudes.

However, a few young women from the Valley are not
only coping with the atmosphere of conflict and strife
but also boldly challenging stereotypes and stepping
into domains traditionally considered suitable only for
men. Backed by support from their families, they have
shown great resolve to excel in their chosen fields
and competently manage their individual as well as
professional responsibilities.
Their inspiring stories are sure to pave the way for
more such women to follow their dreams, overcome
the odds and ignore their critics.

MEHVISH MEHRAJ ZARGER:
LAWYER AND CAFÉ OWNER
Mehvish Mehraj Zarger had always dreamt of starting
something on her own, but little did she imagine that
it would be a café, nor did she expect it to become a
reality this soon. Today, the 25-year-old law graduate
from Srinagar is the first woman café entrepreneur
in Kashmir, who started and co-owns ME ’n U Café
opposite the Government Degree College, in Bemina,
Srinagar.
Growing up, things weren’t easy for Mehvish as
she lost her father to cancer when she was barely six.
“We – me, my mother and my brother and sister –
had seen a lot of difficult times, especially during my
childhood. Our mother, Zahida Parveen, worked very
hard to give us a good life and now I want to give her
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Mehvish, the lawyer cum café owner

every reason to be happy and proud,” the young café
owner says as she maintains that her mother was her
main inspiration. “She never gave up on us, despite all
the hardships. I can never be as tough as she is but even
if I turn out half as strong I’d consider myself proud.”
After completing her Bachelors in Law from the
Central University of Kashmir and practising for a

Recently, while watching Mehvish’s interview
with BBC Urdu, her mother began to tear up and
said, “This is the happiest moment of my life –
when my children are making me proud”

few months, Mehvish began to seriously consider the
prospect of becoming an entrepreneur. “It took us about
two months to convert the idea of a café into reality. It
may seem like there weren’t any challenges, but that
isn’t the case,” she explains, recalling the formative
phase of the proposed café. Drawing from her own
experience, she reveals that the first step is the most
difficult. “People always hesitate to take the first step
because it needs one to gather all their courage. And, for
me, the first step was to convince myself.”
“The condition [of unrest and uncertainty] in the
Valley has become a part of our life and we do not let it
affect us,” insists the restaurateur. An initial resistance
came from her family as her mother wondered why the
lawyer was more interested in starting her own business
instead of practicing law. “In our family we have a habit
of openly discussing important matters rather than
accepting or rejecting them outright. When I assured my
mother that I would continue studying for my Masters
even while managing the café, she yielded. My brother
pitched in with the financial support for the initial capital
that was crucial when we were setting it up.” Everything
seemed to fall into place and by February 2018, Mehvish
had launched ME ’n U Café in partnership with Yaser
Altaf, her brother’s friend.
Even though the menu at ME ’n U Café offers a
variety of cuisines, viz. Indian, Chinese and Kashmiri,
pizzas seem to be most popular because college
students form a significant part of the customer base.
“I am also trying to bring in new dishes which are not
served in other cafés in the city. We research to find
recipes that are served outside Kashmir, introduce a

“There were people who criticised my step, advising

dish or two on ‘Today’s special menu’ and keep it for

me to continue with my career in law, warning me to

a week. Depending on the response and feedback, we

stay away from unnecessary risks and insisting that

take a call on whether to include it permanently on our

girls weren’t cut out to run a business,” recalls Mehvish

menu,” Mehvish adds, revealing their strategy to keep

even as she remained unfazed. “There are only 5-10 per

their menu interesting.

cent of people who oppose you while the rest actually

Since launching the café, life has become a lot more
hectic for Mehvish as she is busy managing her café and
taking care of her family while pursuing her Masters in

support you. And it would be foolish to ignore the
supportive 90 per cent and focus only on the minority.”
Recently, while watching Mehvish’s interview with

Law. She is careful to balance both her business and her

BBC Urdu, her mother began to tear up and said, “This

studies. “I have two priorities at the moment – I do want

is the happiest moment of my life – when my children

to study further and also expand the business and do

are making me proud.” And Mehvish, too, couldn’t have

not want to compromise on either.”

been more proud to hear these words from her mother.
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RAFIA RAHIM: RADIO JOCKEY

the morning assembly at school, she developed cold

Every afternoon at around 3 pm, Rafia Rahim goes on air

feet. Her father created a make-shift podium, using a

– hosting her own show in which she speaks on myriad

stool with a cushion on top and placing the upper part

topics ranging from social issues to the nitty-gritty

of a hookah as a mic. “He handed me a script but I

of daily life. She comes across as a ray of sunshine,

blushed and stayed quiet. Abbu reassuringly asked me

entertaining the Kashmiri audience with humour as

to imagine that there were only stones all around and

well as sarcasm. Twenty-five-year-old ‘Mirchi Rafia’, who

no one would be able to hear me.” She rehearsed the

comes from a town called Charari Sharief, is the first

speech at the top of her voice and from then on there

female radio jockey from Budgam district of Kashmir,

was no looking back. She went on to win many debates

and now a household name.

at school.

Despite losing her father, Abdul Rahim, to an accident

After completing her Masters in Mass

about six months back, Rafia manages to keep a

Communication from the University of Kashmir in

cheerful countenance. “Even though I miss Abbu, while

2016, Rafia worked briefly as a paid intern with the local

I am at the station doing my show, I put on a smile

English newspaper in Kashmir. “Although the situation

and talk to people. I cannot be sad, especially on air.

was not very safe at the time, I used to report from the

And then I realise Abbu would rather see me smile
and I certainly want to continue making him proud.
Everything that I am today is only because of him.”
She recalls how her father, who worked as a
carpenter with a modest income, never discouraged
his children from dreaming big. He played a formative
role in helping Rafia overcome her fear of speaking in
public. “It might be difficult to believe that I was a very
shy child,” confesses Rafia as she narrates an incident
from her fifth grade. When she was asked to address
Rafia rocking it as an RJ
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Rafia worked briefly as a paid intern with the
local English newspaper in Kashmir.“Although
the situation was not very safe at the time, I used
to report from the ground. I was determined
because this was my job and I was always
passionate about journalism”

ground. I was determined because this was my job and I
was always passionate about journalism.”
Later that year Rafia flew to Delhi and started
working as a news anchor/reporter at Noida-based
APN News & Media. A few months into the job, she
landed another attractive job as a sub-editor at an
online news portal, The Logical Indian, in Bengaluru.
It wasn’t long before she returned to Delhi where she
responded to a call for auditions by Radio Mirchi. “In
February 2018, I was selected as a radio jockey and was
sent to Chandigarh for training. I now have my own show

interact with different kinds of people and taught me to

called Evening Drive from 3 pm to 7 pm every day six

deal with appreciation as well as criticism.”

days a week.”
Ever since she turned an RJ, Rafia has become a

Although Rafia had faced criticism occasionally,
she preferred not to pay heed. “Society is not as

celebrity of sorts. People recognise her wherever she

conservative as it used to be. But then you can never

goes, and use some of her catchlines to greet her. She

discount the chance of running into someone weird

is thoroughly amused when some people request her

every now and then. As long as my family has no issues

for autographs, even in this day and age of selfies.

with what I do, why should I bother about what anyone

The young RJ is very grateful for the adulation and

else thinks or says?”

believes that people relate to her because she stays

When she is not at the console, Rafia is a hard-

true to herself. “I have always wanted to work in a place

core foodie and a photography/travel enthusiast. She

where I have an opportunity to continuously learn,

dreams of working for an international news channel

and becoming an RJ has certainly provided that. It has

some day and aspires to be a committed journalist who

helped me become more independent, enabled me to

stands by the truth and shows only the “facts”.
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TRAILBLAZERS

DR DOSSIBAI PATELL
A PIONEER GYNAECOLOGIST
Women now outnumber men in most medical schools around the world. However, in the 19th
century, the place of women in medicine was mostly limited to nursing, with even the venerable
Lancet declaring “Woman as a doctor is a conceit contradictory to nature, and doomed to end in
disappointment to both the physician and the sick”. It is nothing but determination that enabled Dr
Dossibai Rustomji Cowasji Patell to be a pioneer in many fields in medicine, including setting up the
Federation of Obstetric and Gynaecological Societies of India in 1950. NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI
traces the phenomenal achievements of a pioneer among women doctors
ILLUSTRATION: TARA ANAND
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pare a thought for the remarkable Dossibai

clean linen were provided. Patients paid fees according

Rustomji Cowasji Patell, an obstetrician and

to their ability. The poorest received free treatment, while

gynaecologist from Bombay, who in 1910 became

those who could afford it paid Rs 1.80 per day. If money

the first female Member of the Royal College of Surgeons

was no problem, patients paid Rs 3 per day. A fall in the

of England (RCS). Born into a wealthy Parsi family residing

number of Parsi births in the second half of the 20th

in Fort, Bombay, in October, 1881, Dossibai attended Miss

century led to the closure of the hospital.

Moos School for Girls. Founded in 1888 by the equally
remarkable Bai Bachoobai AF Moos (1850-1946), the

father to let her travel to England for further medical

school initially had only 10 pupils. Renamed Girton High

training. In those days, it was very prestigious to go to

School later on, very strict discipline was maintained in

London and study, then return and have a career. Dossibai

the school. In the beginning, there were no uniforms and

studied at the Royal Free Hospital in London for four years

the young Parsi students wore embroidered caps, jablas

before becoming the first female Member of the Royal

(vests) and ijars (loose trousers or pyjamas) while the

College of Surgeons (RCS) of England in 1910.

older students wore sarees. Miss Moos raised funds for
the school herself to further the cause of girls’ education.
Dossibai completed her medical training at Grant

20 |

An achiever from childhood, Dossibai persuaded her

Before the passing of the 1876 Medical Act, women in
the UK were not allowed to qualify as doctors or surgeons.
Dr James Barry (1795-1865) lived her life disguised as a

Medical College in Bombay in 1903, gaining her Licentiate

man, practicing medicine until her death and always being

in Medicine and Surgery. She then assisted Sir Temulji

referred to by a masculine alias. During the 19th century,

Bhicaji Nariman (1848-1940), a Parsi obstetrician who

the issue of women doctors was increasingly discussed.

co-founded one of Bombay’s first lying-in or maternity

In 1895, the college received a petition from Elizabeth

hospitals in 1887 and who was knighted in 1914 for his

Garrett Anderson, the first Englishwoman to qualify

pioneering work during the plague epidemic at the turn of

openly as a physician and surgeon, to allow women to

the 19th century in India.

study at the RCS.

Dossibai’s stint at the Parsi Lying-in Hospital paved the

In 1908, the RCS polled its existing Members and

way for her later career in obstetrics and gynaecology. In

Fellows on whether women could be admitted to the

the 19th century, Parsi women had largely given birth at

college. The poll was successful and, in 1909, the RCS

home, often in unclean and germ-ridden surroundings.

approved the admission of women to the college, with

The prevalence of puerperal or childbed fever was high

Dossibai becoming the first Member (MRCS). She also

and many mothers succumbed to sepsis. Sir Temulji’s

became the Royal College of Physicians’ first woman

hospital was initially located in Marine Lines. Midwives and

licentiate after passing the Conjoint Exam with the College
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of Surgeons in 1910. As if that were not enough, Dossibai
proceeded to complete her MD at the London School
of Tropical Medicine in 1912, becoming the first Indian
woman to do so.
This was an exceptional achievement considering the
hostile times. A piece in the Lancet, which ranks among
the world’s oldest and most distinguished general
medical journals, had claimed in 1878 “woman as doctor
is a conceit contradictory to nature, and doomed to end
in disappointment to both the physician and the sick”.
This sentiment was often echoed in the records
of the Royal College of Physicians, with president Sir
Richard Douglas Powell saying in 1907: “Women ought
not to be encouraged to enter a profession for which
they were constitutionally unfitted.” A woman was
thought of primarily as a carer within a domestic setting,
with motherhood her primary ambition and duty.
People perceived the practice of medicine as ‘manly’ –
requiring strength, toughness of spirit and discretion.
Women were thought to have a biological disadvantage
and hence considered unfit to cope with the demands of
a medical career.
After returning to India in 1912, Dossibai worked hard
to establish a career in obstetrics and gynaecology. She
had married in the meantime and was now known as
Dossibai Jehangir Ratenshaw Dadabhoy. Dossibai was
particularly intrigued by gynaecological malignancies,
becoming the first person in India to acquire, possess
and administer radium. She provided her radium
therapy to major hospitals for treatment of women’s
diseases and cancers.
Dossibai opened a maternity clinic and was honorary
obstetric consultant at Cama Hospital from 1923 to 1926
as well as at King Edward Memorial (KEM) Hospital,
Bombay. She presented a paper on infant mortality in
1924, stating that more than two-thirds of infant deaths
were avoidable and petitioned for lowering these fatalities.
She was also passionate about reducing maternal
mortality and favoured supervision throughout pregnancy

Dossibai was particularly intrigued
by gynaecological malignancies,
becoming the first person in India
to acquire, possess and administer
radium. She provided her radium
therapy to major hospitals
for treatment of women’s diseases
and cancers
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Dossibai Patell with her colleagues at the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine. Circa 1912

and childbirth as well as the setting up of
maternal and child welfare centres. She
was actively involved with the Bombay
Presidency Infant Welfare Society.
Dossibai became the first Indian woman
president of the Association of Medical
Women in India in 1937. She served in the
Bombay branch of the Red Cross Society
during the Second World War, organising
the blood transfusion service and blood
banks. She went on to receive an MBE
(Member of the Most Excellent Order of
the British Empire) for her work in the war
in 1941. As president of the Association of
Medical Women in India from 1937 to 1947,
Dossibai served on the Bhore Committee
from 1942 to 1946. The Bhore Committee
was set up by the government under
the chairmanship of Sir Joseph William
Bhore, civil servant and diwan of Cochin
State, to chart a course for public health
investments and infrastructure in India.
Dossibai co-founded the Bombay (now

Dossibai opened a
maternity clinic and
was honorary obstetric
consultant at Cama
Hospital from 1923
to 1926 as well as at
King Edward Memorial
(KEM) Hospital,
Bombay. She presented
a paper on infant
mortality in 1924,
stating that more than
two-thirds of infant
deaths were avoidable
and petitioned for
lowering these fatalities

Nariman, Dr Nilkanth A. Prandare, Dr Herculano
DeSa, Dr (Sir) Mangaldas Mehta and Dr (Ms)
Jerusha Jhirad showed up and the Society
was formally born. Dr Jhirad, who was the first
woman to be given a scholarship by the Indian
government to study abroad, became president
of the Society in 1948.
Though she was over 60 years old, Dossibai
showed no signs of slowing down. She worked
tirelessly to establish other such societies
across the country which came together
to form the Federation of Obstetric and
Gynaecological Societies of India in 1950. In
1955, she became president of this outfit which
sought to disseminate knowledge and research
in the fields of obstetrics and gynaecology,
advocate the cause of reproductive health
and protect the interests of obstetricians and
gynaecologists in India. Dossibai also presided
over the eighth All India Obstetrics and
Gynaecological Congress in 1955.
Dossibai passed away in 1960, having lived
life to the fullest. She may be long gone but

Mumbai) Obstetric and Gynaecological

her spirit lives on through the Dr Dossibai

Society, becoming its honorary joint

and Jehangir Ratenshaw Dadabhoy Charity

secretary and later its first woman

Trust which runs an old people’s home in the

president in 1942. The idea of the formation of the

compound of Masina Hospital in Byculla, Mumbai, for

Society was first mooted as early as 1929, but could not

Parsis. As today’s women doctors rush around saving

take root for a variety of reasons and constraints. The

lives on a daily basis, they should pause to remember

first informal meeting of the Society was held in 1934

the contributions of trendsetters like Dossibai whose

at Dossibai’s residence. Stalwarts such as Sir Temulji

success paved the way for their triumphs.
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SPEAK UP

WE’RE HAVING A BABY!
How perspectives change when you are pregnant, writes MINAKSHI SHEKAR DHANVADA,
who now looks for offers on bulk purchase of diapers rather than getting that little black dress. And
one thing she is waiting to do after the birthing is to have that glass of mimosa!
PHOTOGRAPH: HARSHA DHANVADA

F

or as long as I can remember, I’ve loved kids.

twin toddlers but also grocery shopping at the same

I’ve babysat my cousins, nieces and nephews

time. I was told not to exercise while my doctor was

since I was 10 years old. But, when I got married

asking me to stay active. My grandmother even asked

and my husband and I moved to Denver, Colorado, in

me if I was walking up the stairs and I had to tell her

2016, we decided we weren’t in a hurry to have any

that our bedrooms are upstairs. I must admit, though,

because we had all the travelling and exploring to do.

I am quite clumsy so her concerns were valid. Now

Neither of us was ready to give up the freedom we had.

that I am getting closer to my due date, everyone is

I saw a glimpse of this from my usually patient and dog-

suggesting various foods that will help me recover. Do

loving husband when we adopted a puppy in Hyderabad

they not know me? A nice glass of champagne in the

when he tersely said, “Puppies are way too much work.

maternity ward is what will help me recover! Also, for

This is not what weekends are meant for.” If he felt this

some reason, everyone tells me to sleep as much as I

way about a puppy, it was unlikely he was ready for a

can now because I am not going to get any sleep later.

baby. Never mind that my proverbial biological clock

But how is my sleeping now going to help my sleepless

was ticking.

nights when the baby comes?

Two and a half years later, when someone like me

Then came the discussions about who should come

was put off by a glass of champagne, I knew I had to

to help out and when. That stressed me out more

take a pregnancy test. Lo and behold, I said to my

than my entire pregnancy. My husband wanted all the

husband, “We are having a baby!!!” It didn’t sink in that

grandparents to be around for the delivery because

we were having a baby until we found out the gender

he clearly thought of it as some kind of party while I

five months later.

didn’t want anyone

Even now, a couple

around hovering

of weeks away from

over me while I was

my due date, both of

a hormonal mess

us suddenly realise

screaming like

that we have made

Rachel in Friends.

a human, a human

We reached a happy

that we have to be

compromise…I got

responsible for.

my way.

When we

My pregnancy

announced this to

check-ups have

friends and family,

been smooth

we got a ton of

sailing thanks

advice. I was told

to my amazing

not to lift heavy

obstetrician but I do

things while I saw

find that Americans

a heavily pregnant

are a lot more

woman in a store

cautious about

not only carrying

everything. They
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When Black Friday comes around, you’re not going into Nike to buy
those hot pink leggings, you’re going into Carter’s to look for cute
onesies, matching hats and booties
make you take every single shot there is as a preventive

thinks I’m having a contraction and that we need to rush

measure. I didn’t even know diphtheria and pertussis

to the hospital.

were still a concern in 2019. The blood tests, of course,

The infant care class is exactly what you see on TV.

were more traumatic for my husband than me because

You are taught how to diaper, swaddle, bathe and care

blood isn’t his thing. Well, he’s in for a surprise in the

for this little critter you have brought into the world. I

delivery room. Then we had to find a paediatrician for

took down notes while my husband, like the students

the baby and we found a quirky but really nice doctor

who always come out at the top of their class, did

who my husband said reminded him of Sheldon from

everything as instructed. We know who’s going to be

The Big Bang Theory. He gave him a chance because he

doing the diapering now. Safety is the topmost priority

had lollipops at the clinic.

for the baby so we were told how to baby-proof the

Considering I am a clueless new mum-to-be, I joined

house and how important a car seat is. How shocked

a bunch of Facebook groups for ‘March 2019’ babies in

they would be if they knew that in India we just take the

the hope that advice from veteran mums would help me.

baby home in our arms or lap while cooing at them in

But these groups made me more anxious because they

the car sans restraint or seatbelt. I doubt they even sell

were filled with paranoid American mums who weren’t

car seats in India.

even planning to allow any visitors, including their own

People say things change after you have a baby but I

parents, to visit the baby. They went as far as sending

think they change as soon as you find out you are having

out texts with rules and regulations for when the baby

one. For one, you don’t go out to drink any more. You

arrives, including taking necessary shots, washing

drink some faux alcoholic drink to celebrate New Year’s

hands, not bringing other kids to visit, not kissing the

while drowning yourself in tubs of ice cream. When

baby. The list is endless. I, on the other hand, will

Black Friday comes around, you’re not going into Nike to

be very grateful for the comforting and warm khichdi

buy those hot pink leggings, you’re going into Carter’s to

(a rice and lentils dish) my mum plans to make for me

look for cute onesies, matching hats and booties. Earlier,

after delivery.

I would download movie apps that gave me rewards

While we were in the throes of getting the house

for each movie I watched. Now, I’m downloading the

ready for the baby, we were advised to take some

Pampers app because you get rewards for each pack

classes at the hospital. Considering we were completely

of diapers you buy. And you need every single reward

clueless, this seemed like a good idea. We took a tour

because I had no clue diapers can cost up to $2,000 a

of the hospital and I was amused by all the things we

year. This baby better be worth it.

could request during delivery – type of music, bright or

We now understand why our parents used to say,

dim lighting, what room service I could order, etc. My

“You’ll know when you have kids,” because things that

husband was convinced it was a 5-star hotel disguised

seemed trivial to us when we were younger seem much

as a hospital. The childbirth class we took certainly

more important now. We don’t want him to chew with his

eased our worries about labour and delivery. It’s nice to

mouth open, we want to make sure he doesn’t scream

see that in the US partners have to play an equal part

for chocolates in the middle of the grocery store aisle or

in delivery – giving massages, counting contractions,

whack another kid with a toy he doesn’t want to share.

finding ice chips (I still don’t know why pregnant women

I know that having kids changes your life and I am

are made to consume ice at the hospital) and even

excited about the adventure that awaits us. I know this

cheering their wives on with a “Good job” or “You can

might be the most amazing thing we ever do and also

do this”. My husband has already started practising this

the most difficult. Like my mother says, “Delivery is the

cheerleading every time I roll out of bed and waddle to

easy part. The real test begins when the baby gets here.”

the bathroom because he knows how hard that process

All I know is, the first thing I plan to do after the baby

has become for me. But this class has also made my

gets here is to have that mimosa I’ve really been craving

husband more paranoid because every time I squirm he

the last few weeks.
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S TA F F E R O F T H E Q U A R T E R

“THE TEAMWORK SPIRIT
HERE IS VERY STRONG”
T. Teresa, the lead midwife at Fernandez Hospital, is the perfect representative of the success
of the hospital’s midwifery programme. Speaking to MINAL KHONA, she elaborates on the
new practices introduced and how it has helped mothers-to-be
PHOTOGRAPHS: SRINIVAS V

I

t takes a few minutes for T. Teresa to open up and talk
about her work and her life. But, once the initial ice is
broken, her personality comes through – that of

a dedicated professional who is eager to enhance her
skills at work so she excels at what she does – being a
nurse and a professional midwife.
Teresa completed her auxiliary nursing and
midwifery training course from Guntur. She then trained
for a year at St Theresa’s Hospital after which she
joined Fernandez Hospital’s Bogulkunta branch in June
2003. “I have been with the hospital since then and I was
a nurse in the labour room.” Currently, Teresa works
at Stork Home.
She was content doing her job till the in-house
midwifery programme was started by the Fernandez
Hospital Foundation in August 2011. Teresa was one
among eight who received training in the first batch.
The course stretched over two years, complete with a
certificate. “Doing that course really built my confidence
as it helped me understand the concept of midwifery
and its importance during birthing. It also helped me get
more involved and build a rapport with the women.”
As a natural progression of the course and her
experience, Teresa is now part of the consultations –
where she and other midwives meet low-risk patients.
The midwife clinic, again a novel concept at Fernandez,
is held twice a week without any doctors being present.
This service is available at Stork Home and the
Fernandez Hospital at Bogulkunta. The midwifery clinic
is an antenatal consultation with the midwife. A thorough

Teresa in her off-duty avatar

antenatal examination is performed to ensure foetal and
maternal well-being. Mothers tend to build a rapport
with their midwife during these consultations.
Teresa’s interactions with patients have shown that
women are more relaxed knowing that the midwife
will be with them up until the birth, if need be. If a

“….The midwifery support system has led to
more women opting for natural births and we
have also minimised intervention”
NAARI
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without complications and for mothers with medical
complications, I work in collaboration with the doctor.
We refer them to the right doctor if we think the woman
requires medical assistance. Besides that, we are
there with them throughout the labour and we support
the woman all the way. This makes the mother more
comfortable as it could be a difficult and stressful time.”
When the mothers meet the midwives, they
are empowered and taught how to embrace birth.
Knowledge through education is the key which reduces
fear of childbirth. The midwives discuss coping
strategies a mother could adopt during the birth.
The fact that the midwives meet the pregnant
occae pos et amdsaf dsaf sdafsaf

women without a doctor being present speaks volumes
for their efficiency and Dr Evita Fernandez’s trust

Teresa helping a
mother-to-be with
her exercises

in their capabilities. So, does Teresa feel that this
practice has given her a new dignity and status as well
as a feeling of empowerment at being trusted in this

A reassuring
presence: Teresa
shares a rapport
with all the
mothers-to-be she
interacts with

manner? She smiles and agrees, “I am very proud to be
a midwife. The support and encouragement I get from
Dr Evita is never-ending.”
The encouragement and trust in Teresa is
well-earned. Dr Evita Fernandez, who has been
through Teresa’s entire journey from a nurse to a
professional midwife, says, “Teresa, our in-house,
home-grown professional midwife, has been a joy to
have on the midwifery team. She belonged to the
first batch of nurses who ventured into what was
considered unknown territory in 2011. Today, Teresa
is a competent, confident, professional midwife
who has understood the essence of woman-centred
care. She has, indeed, the true heart of a midwife. She
is compassionate, committed and supportive of
women through labour and birth. Following a twoweek exposure to the midwifery world in London, UK,
Teresa was determined to offer water birth services at
Fernandez Hospital.
“Teresa is the lead midwife at Stork Home and is a
good mentor to her juniors. She never fails to teach
and encourage trainee midwives. Teresa is much loved

woman asks for her, she is available to them to offer

and respected by birthing mothers, the obstetric team

the continuity. However, she reveals, “Earlier, the

and her colleagues.”

women would meet different doctors during their
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Since she has been there for more than 15 years,

pregnancy and see new faces in the labour room when

Teresa is witness to the changes at the hospital that

it was time for the birth. Now, through this clinic, the

have not only improved things for the patients but

low-risk mothers-to-be come and meet with us. Our

also changed the image of the hospital. I ask her to

training also enables us to escalate matters. When

elaborate on some of them. “Earlier, Fernandez Hospital

there are changes and concerns with the mother,

was known for its normal births and epidural analgesia.

the midwife will refer her to the doctor. “Professional

Now, with the concept of midwifery and birthing as a

midwives have been trained to look after mothers

normal physiological process, there is more acceptance

APRIL - JUNE 2019

Doing what she does
best: Teresa with a
woman close to birthing

Teresa conducting a routine consultation
with a woman and her husband during
the midwife clinic hours

of our role in supporting with the birthing process.

that she likes to “experiment with different dishes

The midwifery support system has led to more women

though I am not a good cook”.

opting for natural births and we have also
minimised intervention.”
Fernandez Hospital promotes VBAC [vaginal birth after

Teresa is from the first batch of midwives; and the
eighth batch is undergoing training now. She is part
of the home-grown team of Indian trainers trained to

Caesarean] for patients who wish to have a normal delivery.

international standards. She has trained both in-house

According to Teresa, this is “a growing trend. We have several

and also at the government hospital in Petlaburg,

patients who wish to have a VBAC. Recently, a low-risk

Hyderabad. She was also part of the faculty with other

patient chose to have a VBAC water birth and asked for

senior midwives at an international Royal College of

Indie [Indie Kaur, Director of Midwifery Services] and me

Obstetrics and Gynaecology conference in Chennai

to be present. We monitored everything closely and when

sharing how important the environment is for birth and

she went into spontaneous labour and had a successful

positions in labour.

water birth, we were very happy that we could give her what
she wanted.”
Dr Fernandez has often stressed the need for

Is she asked to share her valuable inputs based
on her own experience in this field? “Yes, sometimes
I help with the training. I talk about the importance

obstetricians and gynaecologists to unlearn what they

of patience, about respecting the privacy and dignity

were taught many decades ago and to accept what is now

of the mother, and I tell the trainees not to leave the

a global trend – that of letting the woman be in a position

woman alone when she is in labour. Government

she is comfortable in during labour. Teresa agrees. “There

hospitals are always crowded so when a patient

are several positions a woman can take while giving birth.

who is in labour sees that there is someone with her

She can be on all fours, she can squat, left lateral (lying

continuously, it gives her relief.”

sideways) or sit up. Even the water birth is a new concept

Having said that, Teresa doesn’t see herself as a

and it is slowly getting more popular with our patients.

full-time trainer in the future. “I like what I do now.

Hydrotherapy during labour, where a woman rests in the

I like working in the clinic and the labour room and

water before she gives birth, is also an option. We go with

interacting with patients.” In fact, she adds that she

the woman’s choice and her family’s decision, whatever

does not even see herself working anywhere else but

makes her comfortable.”

at Fernandez! “I like the protocols followed here and

On the personal front, Teresa lives in Domalguda with

the safety guidelines. The teamwork spirit here is very

her mother, brother, sister-in-law and nephew. When

strong. I don’t know if it exists in other hospitals, but I

not working, Teresa likes “to be quiet and calm. I keep in

am happy here.”

touch with friends over WhatsApp, and I go to church on
Sundays”. Mostly vegetarian, Teresa reveals with a laugh

Her last statement underlines her motivation to work
and says it all.
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LAST WORD

THE NEED FOR A BIRTH
COMPANION
Every woman in labour deserves privacy and the right to dignity. DR EVITA FERNANDEZ
speaks of the importance of ensuring every pregnant woman is treated with respect during
delivery and the positive effects of a birth companion

O

n the flight back home to

hospital more than four decades

Hyderabad from Guwahati,

ago. I distinctly remember being

I was thinking of all I had

overwhelmed by the volumes

experienced in my 27-hour stay.

we were looking after and the

This was my first visit to Assam

helplessness I had experienced in the

and I was excited. I wanted to soak

face of maternal death or the loss

in everything.

of a baby. Even then women birthed

While I became acutely aware of

alone and we never stopped to

the obvious physical characteristics

question why this was so. Only when I

of the Assamese people, I was

trained in the UK and saw the positive

also aware of the fact that we were

effects of a birth companion did I

all Indian and belonged to one

realise how insensitive we were in our

nation. I listened to the different

understanding of a woman’s needs

pronunciations of words, the

during her most vulnerable moments.

Assamese language, which was

Today, 40 years later, it breaks my

totally alien to my ears, and Hindi,

heart to still see women labour and

too, spoken differently.

birth alone among strangers.

I was given the opportunity to

I accompanied a group of officials

walk through the medical college

who visited one of the largest

labour and delivery rooms. It did

maternity tertiary referral hospitals

not surprise me

and one of the

to see a very busy

oldest postgraduate

and overcrowded
hospital. There were
women in various
stages of labour,
sharing beds.
There were women
with medical
complications, in a
special room, being

I wait for further data to unfold, while I listen to
the positive feedback of happy mothers talking
about their midwives who, clad in colourful shirts
and black trousers, are affectionately called
“pantshirt madams”! These 30 women fill my
heart with hope, joy, pride and comfort

training centres in
the country. Women
were lying flat on
their backs, alone,
moaning, while
some women, fully
exposed, were being
examined. There
was no privacy at all.

monitored by an overworked, tired nurse who was clearly

Other women were waiting in line, and watching nervously,

doing her best to cope. I was in awe of the doctors, nurses

knowing that their turn, for a vaginal examination in public,

and supporting staff who continued to strive to offer a

was coming.

service despite the challenges.
I saw groups of postgraduates and remembered my
own period of learning when I was training in a public
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I felt a shudder run down my spine while I fought to suppress
my mixed emotions of anger, frustration and helplessness. I
walked in silence, sharing the helplessness of these women.

The Government of India, on the other hand, has made great strides
in trying to implement respectful maternity care across the country,
beginning with public hospitals. The LaQshya programme is aimed at
improving quality of care for pregnant women in birthing rooms, maternity
operation theatres, Intensive Care Units and High-Dependency Units
How does one justify such indignities in
a teaching hospital?
How will our trainees ever know/discover that this

they have supported low-risk pregnant women through
antenatal care, empowered young first-time mothers-tobe through childbirth preparation classes, ensured a birth

is unacceptable, wrong and a violation of basic

companion and supported women in various birthing

human rights?

positions of their choice.

When will we women obstetricians wake up to our
inhuman professional selves?
We are indeed churning out a breed of doctors who

I have enjoyed watching the change in attitude
among these seasoned nurses during their training.
Each one of them has imbibed the philosophy of

believe this is how women must be treated while they

professional midwifery i.e. to be with the woman. Each

are giving birth.

one of them is committed to respectful maternity

The hospital head clearly refused any discussion on

care. They are strong advocates of natural birth while

birth companions. This was a “sophisticated” ask she

simultaneously learning the importance of working

said, which was not possible to offer.

with obstetricians wherever needed. An amazing

The Government of India, on the other hand, has
made great strides in trying to implement respectful
maternity care across the country, beginning with public

collaborative model of care has been developed, with
mutual respect and trust growing by the day.
A clear data-driven dashboard shows a steady decrease

hospitals. The LaQshya programme is aimed at improving

in episiotomies [surgical cut made at the opening of

quality of care for pregnant women in birthing rooms,

the vagina during childbirth], and this is only one of the

maternity operation theatres, Intensive Care Units and

obvious interventions that has clearly seen a decline.

High-Dependency Units. The LaQshya programme is

I wait for further data to unfold, while I listen to the

being implemented in all medical college hospitals,

positive feedback of happy mothers talking about their

district hospitals, first referral units and community health

midwives who, clad in colourful shirts and black trousers,

centres, with the objective of reaching every pregnant

are affectionately called “pantshirt madams”! These 30

woman birthing in public health institutes. Respectful

women fill my heart with hope, joy, pride and comfort.

maternity care is one of the indicators of quality. This

This training initiative, piloted by the National

essentially translates into ensuring every woman in labour

Health Mission, Government of Telangana, Unicef and

has a companion, freedom of movement during her

Fernandez Hospital, has helped lead the country on a

labour and encouraging the mother to birth in a position of

national roll-out of professional midwifery training. This

her choice.

initiative is an excellent example of what political will,

Medical college hospitals, the training centres of our

decisive administrative leadership and collaboration

country responsible for shaping the obstetricians of

between like-minded people can achieve when a shared

tomorrow, are expected to implement this change and

vision is an objective. I salute every individual who

lead the campaign.

worked to make this dream a reality.

And yet, despite my anger and sense of helplessness,

As I sit here with my thoughts, I recall a WhatsApp

there is also a flame of hope which is beginning to grow

message I read the other day: “Don’t let anyone’s

brighter. Today, thanks to a few brave public servants who

ignorance, hate, drama, or negativity stop you from

initiated, supported and ensured change will happen,

being the best person you can be.”

we, in Telangana State have a cohort of 30 nurses who

This is my prayer for every person, regardless of her/his

were trained to become professional midwives and who

profession, involved in establishing professional midwifery

call themselves Agents of Change. These midwives have

and respectful maternity care for women in India.

created ripples in Sangareddy District Hospital because

May this tribe increase.
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